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 Description  Description 

Equip gym goers and exercise enthusiasts with an added tool for cardio and aerobic workoutsEquip gym goers and exercise enthusiasts with an added tool for cardio and aerobic workouts
with the Champion Barbell 9.5 ft. Leather Jump Rope, which can be used by people of all ageswith the Champion Barbell 9.5 ft. Leather Jump Rope, which can be used by people of all ages
to stay in shape and on track to a healthy lifestyle. Implement jump rope exercises into yourto stay in shape and on track to a healthy lifestyle. Implement jump rope exercises into your
fitness program or class and watch as students smoothly increase their jumping speedsfitness program or class and watch as students smoothly increase their jumping speeds
without stopping thanks to the ball bearings, which also help to reduce wrist fatigue. Duringwithout stopping thanks to the ball bearings, which also help to reduce wrist fatigue. During
long intervals of non-stop jumping, foam handles deliver a comfortable and stable grip.long intervals of non-stop jumping, foam handles deliver a comfortable and stable grip.

Can be used in different fitness routines and classes to add an aerobic elementCan be used in different fitness routines and classes to add an aerobic element

Leather rope construction stands up to heavy use at community gymsLeather rope construction stands up to heavy use at community gyms

Ball-bearing swivel allows the rope to rotate smoothly, helping to decrease wrist fatigueBall-bearing swivel allows the rope to rotate smoothly, helping to decrease wrist fatigue

Foam handles offer a comfortable and secure grip during intense workout sessionsFoam handles offer a comfortable and secure grip during intense workout sessions
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9.5 ft. long rope is ideal for use by people from 5.5 - 6 ft. tall9.5 ft. long rope is ideal for use by people from 5.5 - 6 ft. tall

Specifications:Specifications:

Activity: Cardio, Jump RopeActivity: Cardio, Jump Rope

Brand: Champion BarbellBrand: Champion Barbell

Color: Brown, BlackColor: Brown, Black

Color Family: BrownColor Family: Brown

Material: LeatherMaterial: Leather

Product Length: 9.5 ft.Product Length: 9.5 ft.

Weighted Handles: NoWeighted Handles: No

Brand:Champion BarbellBrand:Champion Barbell
Special Warranty:1 YearSpecial Warranty:1 Year
Unit:EAUnit:EA
Shipment Type:Small PackShipment Type:Small Pack
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